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M OTIVtrailers

MODEL

Combination Trailer
Technical Information

COMBI-UK Kayak
COMBI-UC Canoe

The Combi trailer provides a robust general
purpose trailer with canoe & kayak racks.
Available in two models, the racks on both are
height adjustable and reversible,
accommodating boats of different sizes. The
Combi-UC model has an adjustable drawbar to
alter the overall length of the trailer enabling it
to carry longer boats. There is the option of a
heavy duty tarpaulin cover to keep your kit /
camping gear clean and dry and the trailer is
fully welded and galvanised to provide many
years of service. It also comes with our
standard warranty and the quality you would
expect from a Motiv Trailer. Maintenance is
very little with our unbraked axles. The boat
racks can be removed during times when they
are not needed so that the trailer becomes a
general purpose trailer.

Standard Features











COMBI-UK kayak version

Hot dipped galvanised steel work makes
the Combi rust resistant and sturdy
6ft 6” x 4ft load body size
Drop tailgate
Jockey wheel
2 x bolt on racks with mountings outside of
body can be removed to use trailer for
other purposes
Rack Bar width 1280mm
Full road lighting kit (with extra side marker
lamps on the UC model). 13 pin connection
Bracket mounted spare wheel included
1 year Mechanical Warranty
5 year Chassis Warranty
Combi-UC model only - adjustable pole
type drawbar (adjustable via ‘U’ bolt)
increases the overall length of the trailer
to allow carriage of boats up to 17ft in
length

COMBI-UK kayak version

pictured with tarpaulin cover

Optional Extras





Heavy duty tarpaulin cover
A bike rack kit is available for this design
also, ask for details
Protective “D” section rubber to rack bars
Locking hitch and other security devices
Combi-UC loaded (extended)
COMBI-UK unbraked kayak version

2019

model

boats
carried

unladen
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gross
weight

wheel
size

brakes

overall trailer
measurements

COMBI-UK

6 Kayaks

170kg

500kg

145R 10

unbraked

3070mm x 1580

226kg

750kg

COMBI-UC

2 - 3 Canoes or
6 Kayaks max

145/70R
Basket 13 unbraked
(optional)

4300mm x 1620
(max extended length)

